NEPAL REGION ENVIRONMENT DAY CELEBRATION – JUNE 5, 2016

ST. MARY’S HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAWALKHEL

JUSTICE, PEACE and INTEGRITY of creation is possible only when each one of us is willing to get out of our comfort zone and see the world through the stethoscope of love, charity and generosity. With this strong faith, the Environment Club, Friends of the Zoo Club and Social Service Club together organized a fund raising programme on the occasion of World Environment Day. Green gift items like pottery, table cloths, pillow covers, hand kerchiefs, pot holders, wind chimes, picture frames, pickles, ornaments made by the students as part of the Profession, Business and Technology Education subject, plants taken care by the students themselves and home made food items were sold in a fete organized by them. Our students were seen as enthusiastic entrepreneurs and business women. Rs. 400000/- from it will be used for some charity work.

Some of the other highlights of the day were – prayer service on environment, talk programme on the theme of this year’s Environment Day, “Fight Against The Illegal Trade In Wildlife” by the Senior Director of WWF, various competitions like drawing, essay writing, extempore, origami, photography and so on. Some of our students also participated in the Green Walk organized by the National Zoo.

The day ended with students repeating to themselves – WE PERSEVERE TO PRESERVE.

ST. MARY’S SCHOOL, BIRATNAGAR

The Environmental Day was celebrated on 5th June with the theme of the year “Zero Tolerance for the illegal wildlife trade”. As the school is divided into 4 houses, each of them had a very meaningful and organized Prayer service, Role Plays, short drama and Exhibition to spread about wild life crime, the damage it does and how to prevent it. One of the plays “my sorrow is your sorrow” brought tears into the eyes of the students as it brought a powerful message to the students about the Mother Earth’s pain of emptying herself for the greedy mankind. To mark the day all the teachers were dressed in Green.

Various competitions were held for the classes from 1-VIII with the theme of the year like drawing, painting, poem writing quiz, extempore speech, model making etc…. 
MARY WARD SCHOOL, LUBHU

School conducted various class wise and club wise competitions on the Environment Day Theme like slogan making, poster making, wall paper, ex tempo speech, hand craft out of waste material, poem writing and so on.
A special prayer assembly on Environment Day theme was conducted by the students and it was followed by a talk programme on Wild life preservation.
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